Abstract—Network isolation is a critical modern Internet service. To date, network operators have created a logical network of distributed systems to provide communication isolation between different parties. However, the current network isolation is limited in scalability and flexibility. It limits the number of virtual networks and it only supports isolation at host (or virtual-machine) granularity. In this paper, we introduce Scalable Virtual Local Area Networking (SVLAN) that scales to a large number of distributed systems and offers improved flexibility in providing secure network isolation. With the notion of destination-driven reachability and packet-carrying forwarding state, SVLAN not only offers communication isolation but isolation can be specified at different granularities, e.g., per-application or per-process. Our proof-of-concept SVLAN implementation demonstrates its feasibility and practicality for real-world applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network virtualization has become increasingly prominent in the modern Internet and is recognized as a core technology for future networking. Data-center operators often resort to creating logical networks for VMs, called virtual networks, to provide communication isolation between core and edge clouds. In the fifth-generation mobile network (5G), the notion of network slicing (which allows the partitioning of a network into virtual slices) is recognized as a key innovation. Essentially, network virtualization creates multiple virtual networks on top of a shared physical network infrastructure, striving for security, isolation from malicious activities, and cost-effective network management.

In particular, virtual extensible LAN (VXLAN) is a network-virtualization technique that enables end-to-end network isolation and is widely used in many data centers to support large cloud-computing environments [33]. It connects multiple VXLAN tunnel endpoints (VTEPs) configured with a same VXLAN network identifier (VNI), applying an overlay technique to encapsulate layer-2 frames within layer-3 packets, to isolate the communication from unwanted external entities. Despite its short history, it has become a dominant protocol since its introduction in 2013. Nonetheless, VXLAN has two main limitations: scalability and flexibility.

First, each VTEP device needs to be frequently updated to maintain a mapping between VMs and VNIs. The size of the mapping information will grow with the number of VMs and VNIs that servers host. In addition, with the increase in the number of VMs and VNIs, the volume of ARP traffic between VMs will increase. Already in today’s data centers, ARP traffic requires significant bandwidth, and this will only worsen as more VMs and VNIs are created [17].

Second, VXLAN supports a static isolation of communication at host or VM granularity. It is difficult to isolate communication at different granularities, e.g., per-application, which may be useful when one subset of VMs wishes to allow communication for a specific application, while another subset disallows that application. In VXLAN, two separate VXLAN segments must be created in such a setting, which leads to scalability issues when the demand for other isolation granularities increases. In addition, once a virtual network is created, removing a VM from the network is cumbersome as it requires coordination between multiple parties (e.g., remove state from each VTEP where the virtual network is deployed, configuring each VM in the virtual network). However, such dynamism is necessary for isolating communication on per-process or per-application basis, since applications and processes could be short-lived.

To address these limitations, in this paper, we propose a secure and scalable virtual LAN (SVLAN) architecture. Each endhost (or VM) dynamically initiates virtual networks by expressing its consent for reachability, facilitating the separation of enforcement and access management/delegation. On a high level, SVLAN achieves communication isolation based on explicit consent. That is, the sender (e.g., a VM or a virtualized application) that wishes to communicate with the receiver must acquire consent from the receiving VM (or application). The core network of the data center ensures that the sender has obtained receiver consent and only forwards packets that carry the consent; packets without consent are dropped, providing communication isolation.

SVLAN weds local network slicing with inter-domain routing. To this end, we integrate two emerging technologies and introduce new approaches to neutralize their drawbacks. For capability-based networking, we separate the roles of authentication, authorization, and verification by introducing new entities including authorization delegate (AD) and verifier. This allows us to push capabilities instead of requiring global pull, thereby dispersing load, improving deployability, and reducing propagation delay. For segment routing, we also introduce a new approach, verifiable segment routing, which improves the integrity and authenticity of routing control. With an authorization proof, path segments remain unalterable, being subordinated to the corresponding sender and receiver pair, preventing potential routing-path hijacking, packet injection, or replay, and dramatically improving the robustness of routing control.
SVLAN communication proceeds in 3 steps: (1) the sender acquires an authorization token from the receiver’s authorization delegate; (2) it includes the token in each transmitted packet; and (3) the network forwards the packets only if the tokens are valid. We do not fix or impose a specific entity to validate the tokens. Instead, we create a conceptual entity called verifier and design our protocol to be generic such that any entity in the network, as long as they are on packets’ communication paths, can serve as a verifier (e.g., VTEPs or routers). Such flexibility enhances the deployability of our architecture since the verifiers can be determined based on a variety of factors, including market demand or policy regulation. Nonetheless, different choices of verifiers do provide different technical benefits, and we evaluate the technical merit for each potential deployment scenario.

We have implemented a prototype framework that includes a fully-functional tunneling endpoint, authorization delegate, and verifier, and have extended the data plane to support SVLAN packet forwarding. Through extensive evaluation in a real-world environment, we demonstrate that SVLAN introduces negligible processing overhead (6.7µs for authorization and 26ns for verification) and tolerable latency inflation (32.0µs on average). In addition, we further discuss an incremental deployability along with various SVLAN deployment scenarios.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We introduce SVLAN, a generic framework that enables scalable, flexible, and viable network virtualization at various granularities, e.g., host and application granularity.
- We enhance security in network isolation by enforcing the receiver’s consent in communication by design, that enables network filtering of the edge of the network.
- We provide an evaluation of tradeoffs between the new approach and existing approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

VLAN and VXLAN. Data centers are shared infrastructures that host various services operated by different parties, even potentially conflicting ones. Furthermore, security-sensitive data are increasingly processed in data centers as well. Hence, securing data centers to prevent leakage of one party’s data to another has become an important issue. To this end, data centers rely on the concept of isolation—isolating computing, storage, and network resources.

To date, the operators of data centers typically rely on virtual networks (VNs), which are isolated logical networks of VMs, to achieve network isolation. The virtual LAN (VLAN) standard (IEEE 802.1q) describes a way to create virtual networks between hosts that are not directly connected to the same network switch, dramatically improving security, efficiency, and traffic management. However, VLAN cannot scale to a large number of VNs [33], [55]. For example, the VLAN identifier (VID) in the VLAN header is only a 12-bit value, which imposes a hard limit of 4094 virtual networks (0x000 and 0x0FFF are reserved). To provide better scalability, the network community has proposed virtual extensible LAN (VXLAN) [33], which interconnects layer-2 networks over an underlying layer-3 network.

VXLAN achieves better scalability than VLAN in two ways. First, the VNI is a 24-bit value, which allows for up to 16 million VXLAN segments (or virtual networks) to coexist. Second, it organizes the core network of data centers as a layer-3 network (in contrast to layer-2 for VLAN) enabling IP-based routing, which provides better scalability. It reduces the amount of state (i.e., per-VM state) at top-of-rack switches in data centers, and enables equal-cost multipath to utilize redundant links in the network. Although VXLAN scales better than VLAN, it is still limited in scalability and flexibility [21], [49].

Security has never been a major consideration in VXLAN. VTEPs in different network segments recognize each other by joining the layer-3 multicast group via the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP). It helps fill up the forwarding tables on VTEPs by broadcasting ARP requests to the multicast group. Only VTEPs that are listening to the multicast-group traffic respond to the ARP requests, enabling VMs to discover the MAC addresses of target VMs and allowing unicast packets to other VMs in the same VN. However, as shown in Figure 1, there is no concrete countermeasure against adversaries with enough capability to alter packet headers to impersonate another VNI. Therefore, it might fail to isolate the VN from unwanted traffic. Lately, some mechanisms have been suggested to secure the VXLAN environment using VXLAN membership information [11]. However, the authorization of membership requires additional state (i.e., per-VM state), and hence it worsens the flexibility and scalability.

To overcome these limitations, we design a new network virtualization approach with the notions of “destination-driven reachability” and “packet-carrying forwarding state”, achieving a high degree of freedom in network virtualization with a strong guarantee for isolation. The following are brief introductions to related areas.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN). As an early pre-cursor of SDN, the SANE [13] system shares some basic design tenets with SVLAN: packets carry capabilities for each traversed switch, for the entire end-to-end path. In contrast, SVLAN is more light-weight, carrying a single capability for the
destination, more in the spirit of VLAN. Furthermore, SVLAN comes along with incremental deployability; it does not require a full deployment across the network nor any modification on the endhost.

The typical SDN-based approach, as proposed by the Ethane [12] system, embodies state on network switches to enforce policy and encode forwarding behavior. Fine-grained forwarding behavior can be defined, at the cost of per-flow state on all intermediate switches. Mobility and network failures require state re-configuration on intermediate switches, which we aim to avoid in SVLAN— as an advantage, flow management in SVLAN can be handled exclusively by the end application without requiring alteration of in-network state.

**Micro-segmentation.** Micro-segmentation [34], [25] can create secure zones in cloud environments that enable tenants to securely isolate their workloads from others. Traditionally, data centers have employed various security primitives, such as firewalls, IDS/IPS, and ACLs, to protect the internal network and their customers from security breaches. However, once an adversary bypasses the protection methods, they have access to the data center to carry out attacks. With micro-segmentation, fine-grained security policies are applied to individual workloads even for the internal network, enhancing attack resilience.

Since the concept of micro-segmentation has been proposed by VMWare [58], [37], many data centers have introduced micro-segmentation into their network, promoting the idea of how network virtualization can be improved with security. Yet, a specific way to realize the idea has not been standardized, remaining at an intermediate development stage.

**Off-by-Default.** Over the past decade, researchers have made various proposals to allow receivers to enforce their consent towards incoming traffic, and the proposals can be classified into two broad categories [60]: filtering-based and capability-based approaches. In filtering-based approaches [7], [31], [4], receivers express their consent as filtering rules and these rules are installed at network entities (e.g., routers). Then, for each packet, the router evaluates the filtering rules of the respective receiver to determine its consent. However, the filtering approach can create false positives and false negatives when routers need to aggregate filtering rules of the users. Moreover, disseminating and updating the filtering rules on Internet routers is a non-trivial task.

On the other hand, in capability-based approaches [3], [59], the receivers—not routers—grant permissions to the senders, where a permission is often implemented as a (cryptographic) token that can be validated by the network. Then, the senders include the tokens in their packets, and the network only forwards packets with valid tokens. Capability systems have one major vulnerability: denial-of-capability (DoC) attacks [5], where an adversary floods the receivers with capability-request messages so that legitimate senders cannot receive capabilities from the receivers. To mitigate DoC attacks, previous work has focused on limiting the capability-request rate by the senders [42], [8], [1].

**Segment Routing.** Segment routing [18] realizes the source-routing paradigm [56]; a source who wants to communicate with a destination builds the forwarding path of network packets by collecting a set of routing pieces, called “path segments”, and assembling them as an ordered list of segments. Network infrastructure ensures that the packets are steered through the intended forwarding path. Hence, it greatly improves transparency and control over packet forwarding, resulting in many desirable properties such as multipath communication, path-aware networking and high-performance data transmission. Furthermore, considering the slow speed of the current Internet to converge after network failures [28], [15], [23], in fact, segment routing would provide faster recovery compared to the current Internet, also achieving higher routing flexibility [19].

SR-MPLS [54] is MPLS-based segment routing in which a sender specifies the forwarding path by adding stacked MPLS labels to the packet header. Thanks to the MPLS data plane—enabling flexible and efficient network programming—and the backward compatibility with existing MPLS-enabled networks, SR-MPLS is being considered as one of the most viable approaches. The segment-routing architecture has evolved to also embrace the IPv6 data plane, called SRv6 (segment routing for IPv6) [10]. With the introduction of the network programming concept into SRv6, it mitigates the significant encapsulation overhead, a list of 128-bits IPv6 addresses. Recently, segment-routing approaches have been presented as promising technologies that would fuel 5G innovation [24], [43]. In addition, the SCION future Internet architecture can express segment routing semantics at inter-domain scale by expressing paths at AS-level granularity [61], [44].

### III. Overview

The goal of this paper is to build a lightweight architecture that enables secure, scalable, and fine-grained network slicing. That is, each host expresses consent towards incoming traffic while the network only delivers authorized packets to their respective destinations. In this section, we describe the desired properties for our architecture, a high-level system model that we consider to achieve the goal, and the assumptions.

#### A. Desired Properties

**Scalability.** The new architecture should allow a high degree of expressiveness for the definition of virtual networks in multi-tenancy environments, such that it achieves scalable network virtualization.

**Flexibility.** Network administrators should be able to explicitly regulate the communication policies without an ambiguity that might lead to the failure of network isolation. In addition, the virtual network should be easily updatable at any time.

**Security.** Our architecture must ensure that packets without receivers’ consent do not reach their intended destinations, so that the virtual network is completely isolated. In addition, the sender should not be able to transfer the authorization to another sender.

**Practicality.** We consider the practicality of our architecture from the following two perspectives:

- **Performance Overhead:** The additional latency for acquiring the receiver’s consent should be on the order of a round-trip time (RTT) and degradation of the packet-forwarding performance due to the verifier should be minimal.
First, the process of providing consent (i.e., authorizing a sender) is split between two entities: the receiver and its AD. The receiver generates the receiving policies; however, the AD—not the receiver—grants consent, i.e., provides authorization proofs, based on the receiver’s policy. The separation increases resilience against DoC attacks by allowing receivers to choose well-provisioned ADs.

Second, we separate the role of the AD and the verifier. In our model, an AD issues authorization proofs that the senders embed into each packet. Then a verifier ensures that packets have valid proofs. We separate the two functionalities for two reasons. 1) The performance requirement between the two functionalities are vastly different since verifiers handle data packets and need to process packets at a significantly higher rate. 2) Decoupling the functionality fosters deployability since we can assign the roles to the most appropriate entity (i.e., incentive-compatible for each functionality). Note that we are not the first to consider this separation, which is also made by capability-based systems [47], [38].

Third, we also split the role of an endhost and the SVTEP. Similar to the existing network-virtualization schemes, an SVTEP functions as the tunnel endpoint bridging two virtual network segments to be logically connected. The SVTEP acquires authorization proofs from the AD and performs en- or de-capsulation for inbound or outbound packets, respectively. In this design, unchanged endhosts are supported, which improves deployability.

It is important to note that the separation of roles does not mean that the functions cannot be collocated. For example, although the receiver delegates the authorization process to its AD, the receiver could still issue a path segment itself. In addition, a large security service provider, such as Cloudflare, can act as both an AD and a verifier. However, the functional separation means that our protocol should work even if the functions are implemented by different network entities that are not collocated. We discuss various deployment models and their implications later in Section VIII.

C. Assumptions

Source Authentication. Our architecture requires packets to be authenticated to their corresponding sender so that a malicious sender cannot impersonate a legitimate sender to acquire receiver’s consent and send packets pretending to be the legitimate sender. There are well-established cryptographic mechanisms [29], [32], [9] that can be used to authenticate packets to their corresponding sender.

Secure Cryptography. We assume that cryptographic primitives that we use are secure: signatures and message authentication codes (MACs) cannot be forged, and encryption cannot be broken, as long as the cryptographic keys remain secret.

Time Synchronization. We also assume that entities in the network (i.e., senders, verifiers, and ADs) are loosely time synchronized within a few seconds by using a protocol such as NTP. Time synchronization is used to enforce the time constraints of a receiver’s consent, but does not affect to the control plane in SVLAN.

IV. SVLAN ARCHITECTURE

We now describe the details of our architecture.

A. Path Segment as Receiver’s Consent

Receiver’s consent is an integral part of our architecture, achieving dynamic network virtualization based on each receiver’s needs. With the concept of segment routing, we utilize the path segment as the receiver’s consent towards incoming
traffic; only authorized senders are able to acquire the path segments that steer packets to the destination, so that only members in the same virtual network can communicate, as Figure 3 shows. We extend the concept of path segment as receiver’s consent even further to be more secure, by providing segments with authorization proofs that indicate the validity of the segments.

Requirements. We now identify the requirements for designing the authorization process based on the desired properties.

- Ensure that a segment is only valid for authorized senders. That is, a segment cannot be transferred to or shared with any other sender.
- Ensure that the bandwidth overhead due to segments and authorization proofs in the packets remains small.
- ADs must be able to compute and disseminate the valid path segments efficiently.
- Verifiers must be able to verify the path segments efficiently to ensure that there is no significant increase of the processing delay. To this end, we should not require large amounts of state, e.g., per-host state, on verifiers. In addition, packet verification should not require additional communication overhead (e.g., a challenge–response protocol) for checking the validity of the segments.

Strawman Approaches. The process of authorizing packets is based on two pieces of information that the AD provides to the verifier and the SVTEP. The first piece of information is provided to the verifier as a verification instruction to evaluate if an incoming packet has been authorized by its receiver. The second piece of information is provided to the sender-side SVTEP as the authorization proof, which the SVTEP includes in every packet and the verifier uses to verify receiver consent.

There are various ways to design the authorization process based on the amount of information placed on the above-mentioned two pieces of information. We first present two strawman approaches (state centric and asymmetric centric) that place all necessary information in one of the two pieces. Then, we present our design, which represents a middle ground and combines the advantages of the two approaches.

In the state-centric approach, we can place all necessary information onto the verification instructions that the AD provides to the verifier. Specifically, the AD generates a separate verification instruction for each sender (or for each flow) and sends the instructions to the verifier. The verifier stores all received instructions in its forwarding table; then for each incoming packet, it finds a matching instruction using the packet content (e.g., network and transport headers) and only forwards packets if it can find a matching instruction. This approach is similar to software-defined networks (SDN), such as the OpenFlow protocol: the AD can be compared to the centralized controller in SDN; verification instructions to the forwarding instructions; and the verifier to the SDN switch.

This approach reduces bandwidth overhead since we do not add any additional information—authorization proof—to data packets. However, it increases state overhead at the verifier, since the verifier needs to store per-sender or per-flow instructions.

In the asymmetric-centric approach, we can place authorization proofs in the packets. Specifically, we can define a certificate for the AD and use digital signatures using the corresponding private key to create the authorization proofs. For example, to create a per-sender authorization proof, we use a digital signature over the address of the sender. When the verifier receives a packet, it ensures that the authorization proof is valid by verifying the digital signature in the proof.

This design avoids the state overhead at the verifier, since the verifier does not need to maintain per-sender or per-flow forwarding instructions. However, this approach requires asymmetric cryptography, which is computationally expensive. Specifically, the AD needs to generate signatures when creating authorization proofs, and the verifier needs to verify signatures when authorizing packets. Furthermore, the high computational overhead introduces the signature-flooding vulnerability.

Segment with Authorization Proof. We combine the two strawman approaches to benefit from both. Specifically, our design avoids a large amount of state found in the first approach and, at the same time, avoids asymmetric cryptography required for the second approach.

We design the proof based on message authentication codes (MACs) using a shared key $k$ between the AD and the verifier as shown in Equation (1). Namely, the proof is the MAC with the path segment, the address of the sender, the expiration time of the proof and the number of proofs as its input:

$$
\text{Proof}(k, \text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R}, \text{Addr}_S, \text{ExpTime}, N) = \text{MAC}_k (\text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R} | \text{Addr}_S | \text{ExpTime} | N)
$$

(1)

This avoids the disadvantages of the strawman approaches and satisfies the requirements. Since modern hardware can compute symmetric cryptography efficiently, our design enables efficient processing on the AD and the verifier. Furthermore, our design requires only per-AD state on the verifier to store the symmetric keys shared with the ADs. That is, the AD does not need to create per-sender or per-flow forwarding instructions for the verifier, and the verifier does not need to store these instructions. Lastly, our design prevents a sender from sharing the path segments, since the segment $\text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R}$...
and sender’s address ($Addr_S$) are inputs to compute the proof and the shared key is known only to the AD and the verifier.

Similar to the SDN controller in [48], the AD generates and distributes the shared keys with the verifiers; the key sharing can be done over the secure communication channel. The centralized key distribution simplifies key management, and thus sophisticated key-establishment protocols are not required.

B. Protocol

This section describes the three protocols (Figure 2) in SVLAN: getSegment(), send() and verify().

getSegment(). The sender, $S$, must obtain the consent of a receiver, $R$, to send a packet to the receiver. To this end, the sender-side tunnel endpoint (SVTEP$_S$) asks for path segments including authorization proof from the receiver’s AD. The AD creates an authorization proof for the sender after it verifies the sender’s authorization using the receiver’s receiving policy. Specifically, the protocol proceeds as follows:

1) $S$ requests an authorization proof to $A$ (R’s AD):

$$S \rightarrow A : \text{Addr}_S | \text{Addr}_R$$

2) $A$ checks $R$’s receiving policy and issues segments with proof:

$$A \rightarrow S : \text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R} | \text{Addr}_A | \text{ExpTime} | N | Proof_{1 \leq i \leq N} (k_i, \text{Seg}_{V_i \rightarrow R}, \text{Addr}_S, \text{ExpTime}, N)$$

On the request message (1), the sender provides the address ($Addr_S$) from which it would use to send a packet to the receiver and the address of the receiver ($Addr_R$). While it is possible to infer the address of the sender from the source address in the network header of the request packet, we explicitly include the address that would be used as the source address for multi-homed hosts: If the sender uses different networks to communicate with the receiver’s AD and the receiver itself, the sender must separately specify the address that it would use to communicate with the receiver.

The AD consults the receiver’s policy to determine if the receiver is willing to receive packets from the sender ($Addr_S$). If yes, the AD generates an authorization proof based on Equation (1) using $Addr_S$ and the path segment $\text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R}$ that leads to $Addr_R$ (2). Additionally, the AD specifies the expiration time ($\text{ExpTime}$) to limit the validity of the proof. The $\text{ExpTime}$ can be determined from the receiver’s policy or the AD could specify an arbitrary but small value.

The AD may generate multiple proofs so that the sender’s packet can be verified by multiple verifiers. In such a case, the AD generates a proof for each of the verifier ($V_i$) using a subset of segments ($\text{Seg}_{V_i \rightarrow R}$), because the segments can be modified while the packet travels. Each proof is generated using a symmetric key ($k_i$) that the AD shares with each verifier. In Section VIII-B, we describe the choice of verifiers when we discuss about the deployment locations of verifiers.

send(). A sender can successfully send a packet to the receiver only if it has path segments with a valid (e.g., non-expired) authorization proof. In a data packet to the receiver, the sender embeds the segments ($\text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R}$) and the authorization proof ($Proof_{1 \leq i \leq N}$) to prove to the verifiers that the sender has acquired the receiver’s consent:

$$S \rightarrow R : \text{Seg}_{S \rightarrow R} | \text{Addr}_A | \text{ExpTime} | N | ptr | Proof_{1 \leq i \leq N} | \text{Data}$$

The packet also contains fields to help the verifiers verify the proof. Namely, it has $Addr_A$, which a verifier uses to determine the shared symmetric key ($k_1$); $N$ to indicate the number of proofs; and $ptr$ to indicate the proof that the verifier should verify. Lastly, the sender must use the source address ($Addr_S$) that was specified in the authorization-request message (1) as the source address in the network header. Otherwise, the packet would be dropped by the verifier for containing an incorrect proof.

A verifier runs verify() to ensure that the proof in the packet is valid. To this end, the verifier first identifies the symmetric key ($k_i$) based on the AD’s address ($Addr_A$) and the proof ($Proof_i$) that it verifies. Then, it verifies the proof using the source address and path segment ($Addr_S$ and $\text{Seg}_{V_i \rightarrow R}$, respectively) from the packet header, and $\text{ExpTime}$ and $N$ as input. The verifier drops the packet as invalid (i.e., without receiver’s consent) if the proof is expired or the proof cannot be verified correctly. Once the verifier successfully verifies the proof, it increments $ptr$ to indicate the next proof ($Proof_{i+1}$) and continues to forward the packet towards the receiver.

C. Authorization Policy

Requirements. We design the authorization policies with the following requirements:

- **Expressiveness**: It should be easy for the receivers to express their receiving policies.
- **Flexibility**: We would like to design the authorization policies such that users can easily describe their receiving policies at different granularities.
- **Scalability**: While guaranteeing expressiveness with the authorization policies, we need to limit the number of policy rules that a user can have, such that ADs can evaluate receiver’s policy efficiently.

**Blacklist and Whitelist.** We allow receivers to express their policies as both a blacklist, to prevent specific senders from sending traffic, and a whitelist, to indicate who can send packets to the sender. Having only one of the lists is sufficient for the receivers to express their policies, but using both lists provides sufficient flexibility to the users in expressing their consent policies while reducing the size of their policies (i.e., the number of rules in the blacklist and whitelist). For example, a receiver that only talks with a selective set of senders can “whitelist” such hosts while a receiver that requires more universal access can use a blacklist to filter unwanted hosts.

Simultaneously having two lists can create conflicts and to resolve such conflicts, we create one additional field $priority$. In case of a conflict, a rule with a higher priority would be enforced. Note that, rules with the same priority are processed according to the order of freshness; a rule later inserted would
be executed. In summary, each entry of the two lists has the format
\[\langle src\_IP, mask, src\_port, dst\_port, proto\rangle \Rightarrow \langle priority, Action\rangle\]

Here, Action determines the action that the AD should take when a sender’s request matches the corresponding policy entry. If an entry is a blacklist entry, Action would be not to issue a proof, while if the entry is a whitelist entry, it determines the granularity at which a generated proof would be valid (e.g., per-host, per-application). We provide more detail about the granularity along with the left part of the entry in the next paragraph.

Policy Granularity. We support network-, host-, and also application-level policies. Network-level policies allow the receivers to express their consent for an entire network while host-level policies are for individual hosts. In terms of Equation (2), these policies can be specified by specifying src_IP and mask to reflect the target network or host and setting dst_port and proto to be a wildcard (‘*’). In addition, we allow application-level policies, which additionally require the destination port and protocol information. We support application-level policies to maximize the flexibility on network isolation.

Basically, we do not consider per-flow policies since flow information does not enrich the policy expressiveness beyond the application-level policies, yet can significantly increase the number of policies. Specifically, source port is typically chosen arbitrarily (i.e., ephemeral ports) and can change (i.e., address translation); thus, src_port is marked as a wildcard by default. Nevertheless, the receiver can regulate the sender’s traffic on a per-flow basis by specifying the Action of the corresponding whitelist policy entry to be for a single flow.

NAT. The AD should avoid any ambiguity in host identification, and thus the policy must clearly specify each host with a globally unique address identifier. For the hosts behinds NAT devices, their address might be opaque if the multi-tenancy environment hosting them only supports private address. In such a case, each host can be distinguishable with the translated public IP address together with the forwarding port.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a prototype SVLAN on top of SCION [44], a future Internet architecture that supports native segment routing, for testing the general functionality and performance. In addition, since SCION is designed for inter-domain segment routing, we expand the SCION data plane with an SVLAN extension header that conveys the intra-domain path segment and authorization proof, enabling communication at an end-host (and even application) granularity. The main reasons of choosing SCION as the underlying architecture for our implementation are 1) it already supports an embedded public-key infrastructure (PKI) that satisfies our assumption described in Section III-C, 2) it also supports segment routing along with the separation of control and data planes, 3) it has a flexible packet design that supports various extension headers, and 4) it is easy to construct a testing environment in SCIONLab.

Fig. 4: The header format of the SVLAN extension.

Control Plane. In the latest version of the SCION codebase\(^2\), an endhost employs the SCION daemon, called sciond, to interact with the SCION control plane: it initiates a path request message (i.e., SegReq()) to acquire path segments necessary to build forwarding paths toward a destination, when the sender attempts a new communication establishment. The path service, a control-plane application similar to an SDN controller, replies to the requests by aggregating path segments, verifying them, and providing them to the requester. Once sciond successfully gathers the path segments and constructs forwarding paths, the sender puts a forwarding path into the each packet header and transmits the packets.

We extend the SCION control-plane applications to enable the getSegment() protocol: sciond operates as a part of SVTEP, managing the getSegment() request and reply, and the path service functions as an AD. When an endhost attempts a connection establishment, sciond requests path segments and authorization proof to the path service. The path service consults the database that contains the network isolation policy to determine if the sender and receiver are in a same VN. If yes, the path service patches up path segments that lead to the receiver, along with the corresponding authorization proof, and replies back to sciond.

Data Plane. We also modify the SCION data-plane code to realize the send() and verify() protocols. When sciond successfully acquires path segments and authorization proofs, SVTEP creates a SVLAN tunnel, generates SVLAN-enabled SCION packets, and forwards the packets. The SCION network protocol, implemented as the snet class, provides interfaces for handling the SCION packet transmission. Similar to the general UNIX socket, it supports SCION network APIs such as Listen, Accept, Bind, Read, and Write, which enable SCION connection establishment, SCION packet generation, and interpretation. Here, we add APIs that extend the SCION header with SVLAN information. For instance, by adding a Write overriding method that expands a SCION header with an SVLAN extension, it supports both the existing SCION header generation and the SVLAN-enabled SCION header generation simultaneously.

To generate SVLAN-enabled SCION packets, we leverage the extension header field in the SCION header structure to convey the SVLAN extension. This header design brings the following advantages. First, the SVTEP can easily retrieve the SVLAN header and process the verification. The HdrLen in
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1[https://www.scionlab.org](https://www.scionlab.org)

2[https://github.com/scionproto/scion](https://github.com/scionproto/scion)
the SCION common header points out the exact offset where the extension header exists, thereby improving the processing delays on SVTEPs. Second, by separating the SVLAN-based routing from the inter-domain routing, it keeps the compatibility to the underlying network infrastructure. Lastly, it simplifies the SVLAN implementation without a significant change in inter-domain routing infrastructure.

**Extension Header.** Figure 4 details the SVLAN extension header structure. The header begins with three bytes of general extension header fields [44]. `SecType` specifies the type of MAC that are used for generating the authorization proof, such as CMAC or HMAC. Note that, in our prototype, we primarily use the 128-bit AES-CMAC [53].

The next field contains the path segment that steers the packet to the receiver. Since the table lookup in routing is known to be a bottleneck for high-speed data transmission, we anticipate not to keep a forwarding table. Instead, following the stateless routing principle in SCION, we design `SegR` such that it directly indicates the interface identifier (IFID) to which the packet should be forwarded. Furthermore, to enable network isolation at an application granularity, it also indicates the binding port number on which the recipient application listens. In conclusion, the `SegR` consists of two-bytes-long IFID and Port. The following `AddrA` specifies the IP address of the AD, so that helps SVTEP to retrieve the k_A.

`ExpTime` is a timestamp generated by the AD, which represents the expiration time of the authorization proof. The timestamp is encoded as a 4-bytes unsigned integer, expressing Unix time with a second granularity. SCION supports time synchronization with second-level precision. That is, it satisfies the last assumption we described in Section III-C. As default, we set `ExpTime = T + 300s`, where T is the time a AD receives a `getSegment()` request. And finally, an authentication tag is following. The length of MAC is variable depending on the type of MAC function and k, in our implementation, we set \( \text{len}(\text{MAC}) = 128 \text{ bits} \).

### VI. Evaluation

Now, we evaluate the performance of SVLAN by scrutinizing the following properties: processing overhead for `getSegment()` and `verify()`, latency influence, and capacity overhead.

#### A. Microbenchmarks

We first conduct microbenchmarks for the key operations in SVLAN. The operations are performed and measured on commodity machines equipped with Intel Xeon 2.1 GHz processors and an XL710 40 GbE QSFP+ network adapter.

**getSegment().** To investigate the performance of authorization, we quantify the processing time required for proof generation by the AD; it includes the time for membership checking (receiver’s consent) and the MAC computation. For the scalability measurement, we vary the size of the consent database by increasing the number of clients up to 1 million. Each client has 1000 authorized senders. Table I shows the minimum, maximum, and average results for both authorized and unauthorized `getSegment()` requests. The measurements are performed 2000 times for each database.

The results indicate that the processing time is negligible compared to the network latency. The AD requires 6–7 µs to process each request on average, and it does not present any significant differences regardless of whether the request is legitimate or not; that is, the processing delay caused by `getSegment()` is mainly coming from the database lookup, not from the MAC computation.

We observed a slight increase in the maximum processing times for requests from both authorized and unauthorized senders increase while the number of clients increases—8.4 \( \rightarrow \) 11.3 µs and 7.8 \( \rightarrow \) 10.2 µs for legitimate and illegitimate requests, respectively. This result is expected since the lookup time for `AddrS` and `AddrR` would increase if the size of database increases. Nonetheless, the increase in processing time is negligible; only a few microseconds for a million entries. This results also indicate that SVLAN scales well in the number of clients.

**verify().** We also evaluate the processing overhead on a verifier. To this end, we have implemented the `verify()` on the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [46], and evaluate forwarding performance for various packet sizes including a representative mix of Internet traffic (iMIX) [36]. For the comparison, we also measure the forwarding performance of typical IP forwarding on the same machine as the baseline.

Figure 5 shows the results. For the small packets (64 and 128 bytes), the forwarding performance for SVLAN packets degrades by approximately 50%. Although `verify()` for

\[ ^3 \text{iMIX refers to typical current Internet traffic; its profile specifies the proportion of packets of a certain size. Since the profile is based on statistical sampling from actual Internet traces, performance evaluation using an iMIX of packets is considered a good representation of real-world traffic.} \]
a single packet requires only 26 ns, the baseline exhibits extremely short processing time—20 and 26 ns for 64-byte and 128-byte packets, respectively—leading to an overall decrease in forwarding performance. For large packets, however, it shows optimal performance and reaches the maximum throughput. The evaluation results show the efficiency of the SVLAN verifier that can handle 40 Gbps links that are fully saturated with common Internet traffic patterns at line speed.

B. Amazon Deployment

To evaluate the latency inflation on the connection initialization in SVLAN, we deploy SVLAN on the Amazon Cloud. We initiate an EC2 instance at the 14 data centers distributed over four continents, namely Europe, North America, Asia, and Oceania. By deploying a fully functional SVLAN prototype, each EC2 instance can perform as an SVLAN endhost empowered with SVTEP, a verifier, and an AD. In this setup, a simple client–server application runs on the endhost to transfer data over SVLAN at application granularity.

Next, we select three instances as the sender, the receiver, and the AD. Note that we collocate the verifier and the receiver to realize an on-path verifier that avoids unnecessary detours in data transmission. There are two different selection strategies applied: random selection and smart selection. In the random selection, we randomly select three EC2 instances and conduct experiments for all possible combinations. It gives us 2184 rounds of experiments. In the smart selection, we first choose two EC2 instances for the sender and receiver, and then assign another instance closest to the sender as the AD. In this setup, a simple client–server application runs on the endhost to transfer data over SVLAN at application granularity.

For each round of experiments, we measure two competitive perspectives; the communication latency with and without SVLAN respectively. For the first measurement, we disable the SVLAN functionality such that the sender could engage a communication with the receiver directly. This measurement serves as the baseline latency. Second, we enable SVLAN introducing an additional latency due to the getSegment() and verify(), and measure the latency for the time to first packet (TTFP). The comprehensive latency is compared with the baseline latency to compute the relative latency inflation. Figure 6 depicts the results in the form of a cumulative distribution function (CDF).

The random-selection approach introduces a significant latency inflation. This is expected since a high portion of the combinations of three instances has an inefficient deployment model where the sender and receiver are close to each other while the AD is far away. For example, in an extreme case, the latency inflation increases by up to 1873% if the sender and receiver are in Europe (e.g., Frankfurt and Paris) while the AD is located in East Asia (e.g., Seoul).

For the smart-selection approach, the latency inflation is below 75% in all combinations. More precisely, the latency inflation is less than 50% for 93.4% of the combinations, and the 93.3% of additional latencies do not exceed 78 ms (32.0 ms on average) which is a tolerable latency overhead. The results drive us to the intuition that the latency overhead introduced by SVLAN is negligible for the modern cloud environment.

C. Large-scale Simulation

Now, we take one step further to investigate the latency inflation of SVLAN for a large-scale deployment. To this end, we leverage RIPE Atlas4 to simulate the sender and receiver distributor geographically over wide areas. We randomly select the RIPE nodes including 590 probes and 122 anchors distributed across 684 ASes in 178 countries. In this experiment, the probes and anchors serve as the sender and receiver respectively. We further extend the list of receivers with Alexa’s top-100 domains to see the impact of SVLAN on TLS connections.

To simulate the AD, we introduce three different deployment scenarios: 1) We use the 14 Amazon EC2 instances we have initiated as a cloud provider with a small footprint. 2) For a cloud provider with a large footprint, we leverage Akamai’s CDN network. To determine Akamai’s edge-cloud servers that are closest to the senders, we utilize the DNS system; we trigger DNS queries from the RIPE probes to Akamai’s DNS server, which in turn reply with the server addresses that are closest to the probes. 3) We also simulate the AD on the
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4https://atlas.ripe.net/
receiver’s AS. The different deployment simulation allows us to evaluate the impact of the AD’s location.

We cannot deploy our SVLAN code to the RIPE nodes, Akamai network, and the Alexa’s top-100 servers. To overcome this limitation and investigate the latency inflation, we perform analysis based on latency measurements. This ignores the processing overhead of getSegment() and verify(), but these overheads are negligible compared to network latency (see Section VI-A). We use ping measurements to estimate the latency between two entities, and then project the latency measurement to the number of RTTs needed to complete the connection. Figure 7 shows the relative latency inflations that we simulate with the aforementioned experimental setup.

From the results, we make the following observations: 1) The latency inflation in the modern Internet environment is tolerable. The latency inflation is less than 50% for 67% of the measurements and averages 70%. 2) The cloud-provider model with a large footprint shows overall better performance than on a small cloud footprint. 3) TLS does not strongly affect the latency inflation. 4) In many cases, the AD on the receiver’s AS demonstrates lower latency inflation than the cloud-based AD models. The observations suggest that the deployment of the AD is the key to minimizing the latency inflation. We further discuss the location of the AD in Section VIII-A.

D. Bandwidth Overhead

To measure the bandwidth overhead introduced by SVLAN, we first measure the size of the extra header required to send packets. The extra header may differ depending on the implementation, but here we measure the size of the extra header based on two implementation scenarios: with (i) SR-MPLS and (ii) SCION. In SR-MPLS, an additional header for the authorization proof is necessary. SR-MPLS normally allows up to three labels and each label has a size of 4 bytes. Including additional 24 bytes for an authorization proof, the SVLAN header becomes 36 bytes in total. The maximum payload size is therefore 1424 bytes per frame when attributing 20 bytes each to layer-3 and layer-4 header and 36 bytes to the SVLAN header on a general Ethernet frame with MTU = 1500 bytes.

SCION requires 8 bytes for the common header, 16 bytes for the addresses, 24 bytes for the forwarding path, and 32 bytes for the SVLAN header for the same number of labels and the authorization proof (Figure 4). This results in up to 1400 bytes of payload for each Ethernet frame. In VXLAN, a total of 50 bytes of additional headers are generated including 8 bytes of VXLAN header and 42 bytes of encapsulation header. Therefore, the maximum size of the payload for each frame is 1410 bytes. Table II shows the comparison results.

We estimate the goodput on a fully saturated 1 Gbps link to see the bandwidth overhead. With a normal Ethernet frame, it requires 1538 bytes including an interframe gap of 12 bytes, and thus the link supports 81274 packets per second. The total amount of data that can be actually transmitted is approximately 949 Mbps. If we apply the same measurement to others, the goodputs of VXLAN, SVLAN (SR-MPLS), and SVLAN (SCION) are 916, 926 and 910 Mbps, respectively. The results show that SVLAN has no severe bandwidth overhead compared to VXLAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extra header (bytes)</th>
<th>Ethernet</th>
<th>VXLAN</th>
<th>SR-MPLS</th>
<th>SCION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max payload (bytes)</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max goodput (Mbps)</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Security Analysis

We now discuss potential attack scenarios, their significance, and how effectively our SVLAN design mitigates them.

A. Compromise the SVLAN Isolation

The objective of this attack class is to compromise the SVLAN isolation without proper authorization. To this end, an attacker may attempt to acquire a valid authorization proof, or enforce unauthorized packet forwarding. The attacker has clear incentives to perform such attacks, e.g., gaining access to a restricted network zone or reserving more capability in packet forwarding. We start by describing attacks that deceive the SVLAN control plane and data plane; then we describe brute-force attacks and compromisation attacks.

Source-Address Spoofing. An attacker may perform source address spoofing to defeat SVLAN isolation. This attack can be performed in the control plane to obtain an authorized proof from the AD by impersonating an authorized address, and in the data plane to misuse a sniffed authorization proof and send packets to the destination.

We consider to use authentication to secure the control plane. If the AD is in the same local network (also within the same VLAN), then source authentication can be performed by the AD by issuing an unique authorization proof to each host through configuration or secure DHCP. In that case, we can assume that the additional authorization proofs that are fetched are secure. If the AD is outside the LAN (or the VLAN that is created across domains), then a secure channel from the source to the AD needs to be established. This can be a TLS-protected connection, in which case the source will need a certificate that the AD can verify. The SVLAN design is scalable with respect to management, as the source verification and communication policy is verified at a single place (the AD) and enforced at a single place (the verifier).

For the data plane, we consider the same setting as all the virtual LAN approaches; the network ensures separation of
TABLE III: The number of packets per second (PPS) and the required time to brute-force the SVLAN MAC (in years) for different link bandwidths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>64-bit MAC</th>
<th>128-bit MAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Time [years]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Gbps</td>
<td>976562</td>
<td>5.99e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Gbps</td>
<td>9765625</td>
<td>5.99e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Gbps</td>
<td>97656250</td>
<td>5.99e4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

traffic to prevent eavesdropping, thus the tags in the data plane are considered secure. To achieve a simple system, the on-path dataplane devices are assumed to be trusted, as otherwise any of those devices could inject malicious traffic toward any host on the virtual LAN (e.g., replay attacks). Within the tradeoff space of security vs. efficiency/deployability, this is the design point selected by virtual LAN systems—it would be an interesting research challenge to also defend against malicious data plane devices but that would likely dramatically increase the complexity of the system.

**Brute-Force Attack.** An adversary may attempt to deceitfully generate a valid authorization proof for $Addr_M$. The brute-force attack is a classic attack method that allows an attacker to generate all the possible combinations to derive a valid MAC.

In our SVLAN prototype, however, the attacker must send $2^{128} \approx 3.4e38$ probe packets to brute-force the MAC. This requires 3.48e32 seconds (or 1.17e25 years) for transmission over the smallest SVLAN frame (136 bytes for 128-bit MACs) on a 1 Gbps network link. Table III shows the time needed in the worst case to successfully brute-force the MAC depending on different sizes of the MAC and the underlying link capacity.

**Compromised Verifiers.** Compromised verifiers allow an attacker to forward packets without a valid authorization proof. Especially, in the case where only a limited number of verifiers is deployed between two endpoints, the attack has a great impact. For example, the compromised verifier positioned in the hop right before the destination, e.g., the receiver’s SVTEP, can pretend all the incoming packets are legitimate. This has the same impact of compromising firewalls which is the last defense line for the victim. For such an attack, no fundamental solution exists. Deploying more verifiers in the network would degrade the impact of the attack by early filtering the attack packets before they reach the compromised verifier. Another viable mitigation is to apply a verification method for infrastructure that monitors invariant security properties [52], [14], [62].

**B. Attacks leveraging SVLAN**

In this attack class, we consider an attacker who abuses the SVLAN protocols. The purpose of the attack is to disrupt either network operation or SVLAN itself.

**Bypassing Security Middleboxes.** The original source routing approach was leveraged to bypass the network defense mechanism, e.g., firewall [22]. The attacker specifies the routing path that detours around security equipments, such that attack packets are not filtered and arrive at the victim. Such an attack is prevented by devolving the path construction to the AD; the AD provides predefined $Seg_{S \rightarrow R}$ and $S$ can not specify or manipulate the routing path, enforcing routing over verifiers. Furthermore, as the receiver’s SVTEP is able to act as a verifier (see Section VIII-B), no attack packets will bypass the last verifier.

**Man-In-The-Middle Attack (MITM).** An adversary may attempt MITM attacks against applications communicating over SVLAN for eavesdropping, forgery of packet payload, or packet injection. The network isolation mechanism of SVLAN will prevent any host not belonging to the virtual LAN to be able to obtain access to the packets, and thus, prevent the MITM attack. Malicious on-path network equipment, however, might observe the traffic and could attempt an MITM attack; which is a fundamental aspect of such systems in that the network elements are trusted to perform their expected functions. Nevertheless, in SVLAN, the bidirectional communication path between two endpoints does not need to be symmetric, such that the on-path MITM attack can also be mitigated by using asymmetric communication paths.

**Amplification Attack.** To flood a target host, an adversary may abuse the AD and amplify the attack volume. More precisely, a compromised host sends $getSegment()$ requests to the AD with the address of its victim. The AD then replies to the victim with an authorization proof. Nonetheless, this attack is hardly successful, since the authorization-request has a small amplification factor of 4 (i.e., 8 bytes request and 32 bytes reply). Compared to the typical amplification attacks using DNS or NTP, which have the amplification factor of up to 52 and 556 respectively, the $getSegment()$ is barely effective.

**VIII. DISCUSSION**

In this section, we describe some practical considerations and discuss how our model can be realized on today’s Internet. More precisely, we discuss the entities that could serve as the ADs or verifiers, as well as how we coordinate SVLAN entities. We then describe how SVLAN supports bidirectional communication when the receiver also needs to send packets to the sender. Later, we discuss incremental deployability.

**A. Location of Authorization Delegates**

There are two requirements for an entity on the Internet to become an AD. From a technical perspective, ADs should be positioned close to the senders so that the senders can receive authorization proofs with minimal latency overhead. From a business perspective, the entity should have incentives to serve as the ADs for the receivers. We consider two different candidates to serve as the ADs, i.e., the receiver’s AS and a third-party entity, such as a cloud service provider.

**Receiver’s AS.** The receiver’s ISP has a clear incentive to become an AD for its customers. It can offer AD services as part of a security bundle for their customers or as a value-added service for their premium customers. In addition, it can use the service as a distinguishing feature from other ISPs to attract customers in today’s competitive ISP market.

However, using the receiver’s AS as the AD may increase communication latency. For senders far way from the receiver, the process of getting authorization proof would incur one additional RTT.
Third-Party Entity. Alternatively, we can use a third-party entity such as a cloud service provider as the AD. Similar to today’s cloud-based traffic-scrubbing services, cloud providers can bill the receivers based on the volume of (granted) authorization requests. Communication overhead would be typically lower than when using the receiver’s AS as AD but the latency depends on the footprint of the cloud; if the cloud is geographically diverse and has distributed points-of-presence (PoPs), the communication overhead would be reduced. There is also a disadvantage of using a cloud provider as an AD: the cloud operator learns which entities communicate. However, the privacy loss is not as severe as today’s traffic-scrubbing services as the data between the sender and the receiver are not forwarded through the cloud.

B. Choice of Verifiers

An entity that serves as a verifier also needs to have an incentive to serve as a verifier. From a technical perspective, the choice of verifiers has implications on the necessary state; specifically, the ADs need to store every symmetric key that they share with the verifiers (Section IV-A). Now, we provide a summary of state overhead at the ADs based on the choices of ADs and verifiers. We consider four entities as candidate verifiers, of which three are on the path between the sender and the receiver (i.e., the receiver, its ISP, and the sender’s ISP), and the other is a third-party entity (e.g., a cloud provider) that may be off-path. We also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each choice.

Receiver. A receiver serves as the last line of defense to drop a packet that it does not agree to, and it can drop the packet with a light-weight operation (i.e., verify the validity of the authorization proof), since symmetric cryptography can be computed efficiently. In such a case, the authorization proof plays a similar role as a TCP SYN cookie, which is used to prevent SYN flooding attacks. However, the fact that an unwanted packet has reached the receiver may be problematic: 1) the network has already wasted bandwidth to forward a packet that would be dropped anyways, 2) the receiver may have latent vulnerabilities that the packet could trigger, and 3) the adversary may be able to congest the links to the receiver or overload the receiver’s processing capabilities with superfluous traffic.

In terms of state implication on the ADs, using the receiver as the verifiers does not increase the amount of state at the ADs, since they already store the receiving policies of all receivers.

Receiver’s AS. Using the receiver’s AS as the verifier alleviates the disadvantages of the above approach, since unwanted packets would be filtered before reaching the receiver. Moreover, the receiver’s ISP would be interested in serving as the verifier, since the early filtering increases the efficiency of its network and protects the receivers from potential danger, which the ISP can sell as a value-added service to its customers or use as a distinguishing feature to attract more customers.

To use the receiver’s AS as verifiers, the ADs need to store per-AS keys, increasing the state overhead. Note that

the number of ASes could be relatively large compared to the number of potential customers on an AS.

Sender’s AS. The main advantage of placing the verifier at the sender’s AS would be to drop packets early and thus avoid the transmission through the network. However, as seen by other technologies such as egress filtering, the sender AS may not have an incentive to filter out traffic for remote destinations, or a malicious source AS could still flood the receiver. Nonetheless, if the entire SVLAN is configured by a single administrative entity such that it is one trusted network, the sender-side verifier becomes an attractive choice.

Third-Party Entity. We also consider using an off-path third-party entity, such as a cloud provider, to serve as the verifier. This approach has three disadvantages: 1) it requires a detour through the cloud, which can potentially increase latency and the size of the packet due to the additional tunnel header to redirect the packet to the cloud; 2) it requires additional per-cloud state at the verifiers; and 3) similar to clouds that offer today’s traffic-scrubbing services, the cloud can observe all data traffic, leading to potential privacy problems.

C. Distributed Authorization Delegates

Running a cluster of multiple ADs is a possible deployment approach for enhancing reliability, scalability, and performance. For instance, SDN-based networks, which have a similar architecture as SVLAN, often employ more than one controller to mitigate the issue of single points of failure on the control plane. Furthermore, instead of simply employing an additional AD as a backup system, deploying multiple ADs running in parallel such that each covers a geographical area would help load balancing, achieving scalability. It would also reduce latency by locating ADs closely to the end hosts. To ensure secure operation in running multiple ADs deployed over a wide area, we consider two coordination models for consistency in authorization policy and SVTEP migration amongst ADs.

Coordination of Authorization Delegates. Keeping consistency in authorization policy amongst ADs becomes an essential part of the coordination process. In the context of distributed computing, the overhead in synchronization between the distributed ADs increases as more ADs are joined into the cluster, raising issues of scalability.

We consider consensus algorithms to ensure consistency across the cluster, that can be categorized as mainly two approaches: strong consistency model and eventual consistency model. With the strong consistency model, the authorization policies across the distributed ADs are replicated, assuring the ADs have the latest policies. In contrast, the eventual consistency model omits the consensus process, thus improving the reactivity perceived by SVTEP. The main drawback are possible short-term inconsistencies. To provide a consistent control logic for the entire network, the strong consistency model can be leveraged. Furthermore, open-source projects which enable reliable distributed coordination can be used, such as ZooKeeper or Consul.
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5 We do not consider intermediate ISPs, since incentives for such ISPs are unclear.

6 https://zookeeper.apache.org/

7 https://github.com/hashicorp/consul
SVTEP Migration. Once consistency of the authorization policies amongst the distributed ADs is secured, the coordination of the SVTEPs becomes less critical; SVTEPs are able to get the same result from any of the ADs. Therefore, the main consideration for the SVTEP coordination is to discover the best AD in terms of scalability, reliability and performance. There are several ways to find the AD, for instance:

- **Explicit configuration**: each SVTEP is configured with AD information as an initial rendezvous point. Since virtual LANs used to be provisioned by a single or a few administrative entities, configuring SVTEPs upon setup is straightforward approach.

- **DNS-based discovery**: through DNS entries (e.g., additional text field), a SVTEP can obtain information on the AD. If only the destination IP address is known, a reverse DNS lookup can first be performed.

We consider that an SVTEP is initially configured with a primary AD IP address and a set of secondary AD IP addresses. The SVTEP first tries to connect to the primary AD and if the connection fails, then tries one of the secondary ADs. That is, an SVTEP is connected to an AD at a time, preventing duplicate processing of asynchronous requests that could result in duplicate path segments or unnecessary resource consumption. Unlike the concept of master and slave in the distributed SDN controller architecture, the primary and secondary ADs are functionally equal except for the delay in the getSegment() protocol. Thus, the SVTEP migration keeps to find the best primary AD in terms of latency as well as load balancing, and automatically adjust the target AD when the network changes.

Similar to the multiple-controller support in OpenFlow [40], we intend the migration is initiated by the ADs, which enables fast recovery from potential failure and load balancing. The ADs coordinate the migration of the SVTEP amongst themselves via the management plane, and decides an AD to be a primary. Then, the next primary AD sends a RoleChange() message to the SVTEP. It swaps the primary AD from the current one to the requested one. In the migration process, we intend to minimize the functionality in the SVTEPs since it is not desirable and would cause unnecessary overheads.

**D. Bidirectional Communication**

Thus far, we have only considered one-way communication where the sender sends packet to the receiver. However, in reality, most communication is bidirectional; that is, the receiver also sends packets back to the sender. In this section, we discuss how we support bidirectional communication.

**Implicit Consent.** One possibility is to implicitly assume that the sender would be willing to accept packets from the receiver, since the sender initiates the communication to the receiver. This model is promising as most communications are bidirectional and has been adopted by NAT and other past proposals [7].

However, the implicit model cannot support the case where the sender wants the communication to be entirely unidirectional. For example, fragile IoT devices may transmit measurement data to the data-aggregation hub but may not want to receive any message back from the hub for security reasons. In addition, the realization of the implicit model in NAT and off-by-default [7] requires the verifier (in case of NAT, the NAT device) to remember all active communication to approve and/or forward packets from the receiver to the sender.

**Explicit Consent.** Instead, we consider an explicit consent where the receiver must acquire consent from the sender to send a packet to the sender. In one approach, the receiver can acquire consent by requesting an authorization proof from the sender’s AD; however, such an approach incurs additional communication latency. Instead, we add a flag (i.e., RepFlag) to the proof Equation (1) to indicate that the sender approves packets from the receiver; then, the verifier would only forward a packet to the sender if the RepFlag is set. In terms of the protocol (Section IV-B), we extend protocol 1, 2, and 3 to include the RepFlag.

**E. Deployment**

A major deployment difficulty for many new technologies is the lack of incremental deployability. We conjecture that the deployment of new technologies follows a similar trend: First-movers with a critical need for a new technology start to adopt the technology to their network. As the followers observe customer demand and recognize the necessity of the technology, the mainstream deploys it. In terms of incremental deployability, a viable technology needs to have a clear incentive for the early adopters and incremental benefits for the early majority. However, many proposed schemes are often valuable only if the late majority adopts; there is no benefit for the early adopters.

SVLAN provides strong incremental deployability properties. First, it does not require a global deployment of new protocols, but a partial deployment for endhosts who wish to establish a virtual network. Although it requires coordination amongst the ISPs, setting up a tunnel requires minimal coordination only between networks in which the two endpoints are located; to ensure a secure transmission over untrusted intermediate ISPs between the endpoints, existing underlying mechanisms (e.g., VPN) can be applied for the early deployment phase. The partial deployment of source and destination network ensures the same level of security, scalability, and flexibility, encouraging early adoption.

Second, SVLAN does not necessarily rely on a specific network architecture (e.g., SCION), since it is designed as a generic scheme that can be easily adapted to various architectures that support segment routing. Segment routing is already supported and deployed by all major router vendors: Cisco, Huawei, Juniper, etc. Furthermore, to keep compatibility with the current Internet, we avoid any substantial changes in our design of new entities; the AD can be easily implemented on top of SDN controllers as an add-on application, and the SVTEP and verifier can be realized with vSwitch.

Third, SVLAN benefits early adopters with clear market incentives. Cloud service providers can offer premium services to their customers by setting up secure virtual networks between data centers. ISPs can achieve a better provision for their network with the flexible and scalable network virtualization.
IX. Conclusion

Network virtualization is one of the key components of future Internet innovation. To improve scalability, flexibility and security, we have introduced a framework that leverages the concept of destination-driven networking and packet-carrying forwarding state. SVLAN ensures receivers’ consent in communication, enabling fine-grained network virtualization. With the stateless routing and expressive authorization policies, we achieve management scalability for dynamic network slicing. Our evaluation demonstrates that SVLAN introduces a small one-time overhead (32.0 µs of additional latency on average) to the initial communication setup without a significant performance degradation in data transmission. We envision SVLAN to support diverse demands on network slicing, leading to secure communication and efficient administration.
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